
First NYC (9/28/14)
Community: Speak to One Another 

1Thessalonians 2.7–12 !
Sermon 

One of most sig convs I’ve had since moving to NYC. New friend: 
goals for ch? 1st yr, 2–5, 5–10, 10+. “Only one prob: conceiving of 
health wo mission.” Mention this for a couple of reasons: (a) four 
yrs ago this wknd installed as 19th pastor (ann always a good time 
to reflect on G’s kindness), (b) ills how G’s peo can be a means of 
grace to 1A through their words. Sadly often not case: words used 
as weapons against 1A, distraction from truth, self-promoting. 
Reason many leave ch. Topic today: speak to 1A. Text: 1Thess 2 (p. 
795). Perh earliest of Paul’s letters. Here, reflects on initial trip to 
Thess, uses two images. !
Paul telling us about his min while in Thess, coastal city then in 
Macedonia, now Greece. Paul’s 2nd journey [1st to Eur: Philippi, 
Thess, Berea, Athens, Corinth, return to Jeru via Ephesus (Acts 
15.36–18.32)]. Not in Thess long: three sabbaths, less than month, 
led some to X & formed ch (17.2–3), stirred up opposition (17.7), 
arrest of Jason, escape to Berea. Now writing back to young Xians, 
reflecting on time there, utilizes two images: mother, father. 1st 
image ills what we’ve talked about, 2nd our topic for today. !
Motherly care (7–9). nursing mother indicates tender, gentle, 
sensitive, anticipating/meeting needs. Involves giving (8). Lit. put 
life on line for Thess ch, just like a mother does in giving birth to 
child. P not a disinterested salesman trying to pitch a product, but 
lover giving all to another: love proven by sharing everything he 
had. Involves working (9). Though supported by some in Philippi, 
didn’t take $ from Thess, worked all day & discipled all night. Just 
like a mother w a newborn: work never stops.  !
Why did he care so much for these peo? Ult prompted by gos. Gos 
came to P dramatically on road to Damascus (Acts 9). Imm learned 
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truth of uwX (why do you persecute Me?, 9.4). Art 9: “We bel that 
this salv is applied to His peo by the HS, Who gives life to spir 
dead sinners, awakening them to rep & faith. In him they are bap 
into union w the LJ & adopted into G’s fam.” No wonder so found 
to P. Gos brought him into uwX, uwX created love: determined to 
take this gos everywhere. & everywhere peo bel, they are one w X 
too. & if one in X, then we love 1A. So P’s disposition towards 
them changed by the gos: “I cared for you like a nursing mother, 
valued you, sought your good, even at pers cost. I loved you so 
much I shared everything I had, worked as hard nec so as not to 
burden you.” Handout: 1st image shows how gos shapes our 
disposition, uwX transforms our love for others. !
2nd image point of today’s msg. Fatherly guidance (10–12). Sadly 
so many bad exs that might register as neg. Some of you had 
fathers: distant, unsympathetic, even abusive. Others don’t know 
who your father was. But all know what a good father is, even if 
you didn’t experience it. If nothing else, you know by neg example. 
P states positively: speaking (12). Three types of words. 
• instruct (encouraging). Broadest of three words: lit. “come 

alongside of” (cp. HS as “Paraclete” = Comforter, Helper, 
Teacher). Best as gen sense of teaching. Ergo instruct: use words 
to communicate truth. Related to mind. 

• inspire (comforting). Refers to consoling, cheering up. Related 
to emotion. I Howard Marshall: “refers to the way in which the 
missionaries assured them that they were capable of fulfilling 
the command” (74). Ergo inspire: use words to breath life into. 

• insist (urging). Lit “witness, testify,” where we get “martyr.” 
Marshall: “has the sense of making a solemn & emphatic 
affirmation or demand, indicates imp of heeding & obeying.” 
Related to will. Ergo insist: use words to urge right action. !

What good Xian conv does. Ill of conv w Robert G: instructed (if 
you conceive, etc.), insisted (must change course), inspired (you 
can do it). Most of us have exp conv like this where someone was 
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the voice of G, so to speak for us, & we treasure those convs. So 
Wright: “He exhorted them like a sports coach telling his team how 
to win; he encouraged them like a friend strengthening someone 
facing a daunting task; he testified to them like a witness in a court 
of law. He lost no opportunity to explain to them that the living G 
wanted living human beings to reflect his glory.”  !
Problem: everyone has dift inclinations. Tend to be good at one, 
OK in a 2nd, terrible at 3rd. Some very encouraging, not very good 
teacher. Others good teachers, not good motivators. Still others 
good at motivating, not very encouraging. All have dift inclinations, 
yet all these categories part of Xian resp to 1A (see handout), all 
three should be part of everyone’s verbal range, resp to cover field. 
& not just one at one time, etc., but all at same time. !
How? Consider content of words. P’s: gos of G (8, 9), pss/hymns/
spir songs (Eph 5.19; Col 3.16), w these words (1Thess 4.18). 
Content: what G has done/is doing for us in X by the Sp, i.e., gos. 
We will instruct, inspire, insist if we will speak the praiseworthy 
deeds of the L, what he has done (Ps 78.4). Instruct in gos, inspire 
through gos, insist on gos. Gos not just for non-Xians. Not that only 
words we can say to 1A are J died for you, but that everything we 
talk about colored/shaped/informed by gos. In otherwise mundane 
convs, thinking, “how does gos inform this sit? J’s life/death/res 
speak in to this?” Could be as simple as rejoicing in goodness to a 
bro/sis who found out rent increase was low or no longer sick or 
got tix to show (in light, say, of Rom 8.32). Many convs on that 
level. But could be quite a bit of a challenge: talking w someone 
who’s lost their job or struggling to bel or whose marr is failing or 
whose children are wandering. Sitting down for leadership mtngs, 
cong mtngs. Constant refrain: how does gos shape thinking? E.g., 
disabled access at our building: what does it say about gos? !
Qualification: doesn’t mean you have all the ans. Major concern in 
preaching this sermon: foment two-tiered spir (“I understand gos so 
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I’m the one who should be talking.”) No, what does gos tell you? 
That you are far more sinful than you care to admit & are more 
loved in J than you could have poss imagined, that you’re so sinful 
the SofG had to die to rescue you, that gos is news to be received 
not works to be performed, & that only poss response to it is rep & 
faith. So not a top-down matter: those who really spir/can help 
others & those who aren’t/can’t. Doesn’t mean you have all the ans 
but that you know the One who does & you’re using your words to 
help yourself & others get to him. So not just thinking “how does 
gos relate to this?” but sometimes humbly asking it of the other. !
& this is why I preach this msg now: can’t speak to 1A in acc w the 
gos apart from a gos-shaped disposition toward another. If you 
don’t value pers you’re talking w, don’t accept them, then when 
you speak w them, you’ll only speak in a top-down way, peo won’t 
want to listen to you, & frankly it won’t be their fault. Bonhoeffer: 
“Self-centered love constructs its own image of other perss, about 
what they are & what they should become. It takes the life of the 
other pers into its own hands. Spir love recognizes the true image 
of the other pers as seen from the perspective of JX. It is the image 
JX has formed and wants to form in all people. Ergo, spir love will 
prove successful insofar as it commends X to the other in all that it 
says and does” (Life Together, 44). Gos tells truth about yourself & 
about the other, & offers hope that the two of you are both equally 
beloved in X. So we value, so we accept, so we speak. !
Instruct in gos: open mouth & remind 1A of who G is, what he’s 
done, J’s life/death/res, Sp’s coming/power/auth. Inspire through 
gos: if sov grace is operative, no need to fear that it’ll fail now. 
Insist on gos: live in manner worthy of this G (12b). Place of ch 
disc (cp. Mt 18): not to rub others’ noses in their sin, but to remind 
them of gos; not bashing them over the head w their failures, but 
calling them to rep & believe—while we ourselves do the same 
(Gal 6.1). W everyone in every way we want our words to be gos 
words, pushing 1A to keep following J. 
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That day at Irving Farm, this is what Robert did for me. Can’t 
conceive of ch as healthy apart from mission: not in line w gos. 
Must work to advance gos even as we improve internal health: gos 
demands it. Can be done: gos is powerful. We’re seeing it happen, 
are we not? One conv helped shape the last four yrs of this ch. 
That’s how powerful gos is. & it’s not about Robert or me or 
anyone. It’s about the sov Sp using our words to instruct, inspire, & 
insist. May his power rest on us that our words may instill greater 
gos life & hope in 1A.
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